The MCC Brand is our reputation, and it is about the experiential promise the College makes to its audiences and how well it upholds that promise. To be effective, the MCC Brand must strengthen the awareness and relevance of the College to our community.

The MCC Brand is built upon attributes and strengths that truly characterize the institution and something the entire College community can stand behind.

It can enhance the ability to attract first-tier employees and higher-performing students. It can help MCC weather crises and dispel negative misperceptions. Above all, it can foster a sense of pride among employees, students, alumni and McHenry County as a whole.

Ultimately, it is the MCC Brand that will position McHenry County College to convey its story to the world.

The MCC Brand expresses three attributes—or descriptions—that define the institution:

1. CHANGE-READY: Anticipating the changing educational needs of our district.
2. COMMUNITY: Building a community of learners.
3. QUALITY: Delivering quality through our people and our programs.

The brand attributes should be used regularly in all communications, including conversations with students or visitors.

MCC’s brand messaging will be to dispel misperceptions about the quality of education provided at MCC, and position the College as an ideal choice for success-oriented individuals who are focused on today’s realities with regard to higher education.

Each of us at MCC has the ability to inspire, engage and transform learners through quality, meaningful, educational opportunities. EACH OF US.

Imagine waking up each morning knowing you will change someone’s life. After all, that is what the MCC Brand is all about—how we can best serve our community of learners.

The institutional logo will benefit McHenry County College through improved recognition and professional appearance. It plays an important role in helping build awareness and shift perceptions. The logo serves as a visual representation of all the things that make the MCC learning experience so distinctive and valuable. It is a strong balance of stability and innovation/growth, and it will be just as fresh and relevant in 20 years as it is today.

The three peaks – This design element next to the name represents our three core attributes of change-ready, community and quality. These peaks appear so prominently because the attributes are at the foundation of what the institution does. The abstract “M” that subtly appears in the design, and the look and feel of the logo as a whole, provide a nod to MCC’s strong programs in the arts. The design gives a feeling of evolution, movement and innovation, which is reflective of MCC’s constant evolution and the way it adapts to the needs of its students, as well as McHenry County.

The name – The College’s name appears distinctly in the institutional logo. It speaks to our history and the solid roots of the College. The presentation of the name conveys the notion of strength, stability, consistency and confidence.

The colors - We want MCC to stand out. Many other institutions use blue, silver, green or white as their institutional colors, so the use of gold and purple will help differentiate MCC. These new colors mark a departure from the more reserved look the College used over the past years. Purple and gold together create a feeling of energy and movement, and they support the message that MCC is bold and forward thinking.

Other colors part of MCC’s new brand identity.
THE COLORS – The athletic colors project a strong, competitive and dignified image. They are consistent with the institutional colors, unique within the league and are easier to match in retail merchandise and uniforms.

THE NAME – The unique name of “MCC Scots” reflects the College namesake, William McHenry, who was born of Scottish/Irish ancestry and served as a pioneer, senator, soldier, and was elected to the first Illinois House of Representatives. McHenry’s various roles reflected all elements that define a strong athletics program: tough, strong, dignified, confident and proud.

THE SHIELD AND SWORDS – The primary visual elements of the athletics brand identity. Both strongly connected to the Scottish namesake, these elements reflect confidence, tradition, stability, strength and aggressiveness.

THE ATHLETICS IDENTITY. MCC SCOTS.

A STRONG ATHLETICS BRAND HAS THE ABILITY TO:

• Help project a solid image and reputation for the College
• Recruit student athletes
• Develop campus spirit and pride
• Get people involved
• Connect with tomorrow’s students

MEET THE NEW MCC SCOTS...

They’ve been given a shot of adrenaline—just what’s needed to instill an added sense of pride in the College.

VISIT THE MCC BRAND IDENTITY BOOK FOR DETAILS AND GUIDELINES AT WWW.MCHENRY.EDU/BRAND